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Figure 5 : Number of households which owned / rented
residential properties in the Mainland
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    Households and Persons Having
   Residential Properties in the Mainland

12 About 190 100 households in Hong Kong (or 8.3%

of all households in Hong Kong) had household

members who owned or rented residential

properties in the Mainland. Among these

households, some 163 100 households owned

(including purchased and built) residential

properties and some 29 800 rented residential

properties. Compared to the 2003 Survey, there

was a decrease of 16% in the number of households

owning residential properties in the Mainland

whereas the percentage of renting residential

properties registered an increase of 28%.
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13 When taking person as the unit of analysis, some

221 600 and 36 600 persons respectively owned

and rented residential properties in the Mainland.

The corresponding figures in 2003 were 277 200 and

35 900.
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Figure 6  : Number of Hong Kong residents who owned /rented
residential properties in the Mainland
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14 The profiles of the above-mentioned households

and Hong Kong residents are summarized at

Annex C and Annex D respectively.  Some of their

characteristics worth noting are as follows :
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Figure 7 : Households which owned residential properties in the Mainland
by types of housing in Hong Kong

        Households and Persons with
       Owned Properties

a Over half (63%) of the households which owned

properties in the Mainland were living in private

permanent housing5 in Hong Kong and the

remaining households were living in subsidized

sale flats6, public rental housing and temporary

housing. The majority (99%) occupied the entire

unit of living quarters and 72% were owner-

occupiers in Hong Kong. The respective figures

of the 2001 and 2003 surveys were broadly

similar. The median monthly household income

was HK$23,300, higher than HK$22,400 in 2001

and HK$19,000 in 2003.
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The sum of individual items may not add up to 100% owing to rounding.
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b In terms of persons, most of the 221 600 Hong

Kong res idents who owned res ident ial

properties in the Mainland were male (60%)

and their median age was 49. The majority of

them (87%) were married and 77% had

received secondary / matriculation or above

education. Their median monthly personal

income was HK$10,400, higher than HK$10,200

in 2001 and HK$7,700 in 2003. Analysed by

occupation, the largest two groups were

managers and administrators (28%) and

professionals and associate professionals

(21%) which were generally similar to the

findings of the 2001 and 2003 surveys.
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Figure 8 : Employed persons who owned residential properties in the

Mainland by occupations
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The sum of individual items may not add up to 100% owing to rounding.
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Figure 9 : Households which rented residential properties in the Mainland

by types of housing in Hong Kong

Households and Persons with
Rental Properties
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c Similar to the 2001 and 2003 surveys, about half

(55%) of the households which rented

properties in the Mainland were living in private

permanent housing in Hong Kong. The majority

(96%) of them occupied the entire unit of living

quarters and 53% were owner-occupiers in

Hong Kong. The median monthly household

income was HK$17,800, higher than HK$17,600

in 2001 and HK$14,800 in 2003.
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d When taking person as the unit of analysis, less

female (12%) had rented residential properties

in the Mainland as compared to the figure in

the 2003 Survey (16%). About 85% of the persons

having rental properties were married and 82%

had received secondary / matriculation or

above education. Their median age was 43.

The monthly personal income was HK$11,100,

lower than HK$11,500 in 2001 but higher than

HK$9,700 in 2003. Analysed by occupation, the

largest two groups were managers and

administrators (30%) and professionals and

associate professionals (18%).
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Figure 10 : Employed persons who rented residential properties in the

Mainland by occupations
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Characteristics of Residential Properties

in the Mainland
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Figure 11 : Residential properties in the Mainland owned by Hong Kong
residents by locations
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15 The number of residential properties in the

Mainland owned / rented by Hong Kong residents

in 2005 totalled 212 200, as compared to 218 000

in 2001 to 239 200 in 2003. Most of them (about

181 600) were owned properties whilst only 30 600

were rental properties. Similar to the findings of

previous surveys, some 90% of the residential

properties owned by Hong Kong residents in 2005

were within Guangdong whereas the rest were

mostly found in Fujian and Shanghai. Within

Guangdong, Dongguan (constituting 22% of all

owned residential properties) and Shenzhen (20%)

were the two most popular places where Hong

Kong residents had owned residential properties.
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Figure 12 : Residential properties in the Mainland rented by Hong Kong
residents by locations

16 For the residential properties rented by Hong Kong

residents, 93% were located in Guangdong, within

which Shenzhen (constituting 52% of all rental

properties) was the most popular location.

Compared to the 2001 and 2003 surveys,

Dongguan (14.2%) had replaced Guangzhou

(13.9%) as the second most popular place for

renting properties in 2005.
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Figure 13 : Residential properties in the Mainland owned by Hong Kong
residents by current uses

17 Some 73% of the residential properties in the

Mainland owned by Hong Kong residents were

flats in multi-storey buildings and the rest (27%)

were houses. About 68% of the owned properties

were used for self-occupation (including second

homes and for vacation purposes) and about

16% were occupied by relatives and friends. The

percentage of properties being left vacant

remained stable at 8% in 2005, as compared to

about 9% in 2003. The median internal saleable

floor area (IFA) of the owned properties was

90.1 m2 (i.e. 970 ft2) larger than the median IFA

of  50.6  m2 ( i .e .  550 f t2)  of  thei r  ex i s t ing

accommodation in Hong Kong.
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18 For the rental properties, though the majority (75%)

were flats in multi-storey buildings, the percentage

of houses had kept increasing, i.e. 9% in 2001, 15%

in 2003 and 25% in 2005. Compared to the previous

figures, rental properties for self-occupation

accounted for about 46% in 2005, same as that

for 2003. As to those occupied by relatives / friends,

the percentage in 2005 was up to 43% and the

previous figures were 12% in 2001 and 38% in 2003.

The median IFA of the rental properties was 65 m2

(i.e. 700 ft2), larger than the median IFA of 41.8 m2

(i.e. 450 ft2) of their existing accommodation in

Hong Kong. The characteristics of the 212 200

residential properties owned / rented by Hong

Kong residents are summarized at Annex E.
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Figure 14 : Residential properties in the Mainland rented by Hong Kong

residents by current uses
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Private permanent housing includes private housing blocks, flats built under the Urban Improvement Scheme of the Hong Kong Housing Society,
villas / bungalows / modern village houses, simple stone structures and other permanent housing. As from Q1 2002, Home Ownership Scheme
(HOS) / Middle Income Housing Scheme (MIH) / Private Sector Participation Scheme (PSPS) / Flat for Sale Scheme (FFSS) flats that can be
traded in open market are also put under this category.
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Subsidized sale flat includes flats built under the HOS, MIH, PSPS, Buy or Rent Option (BRO) Scheme and Mortgage Subsidy Scheme (MSS),
and flats sold under the Tenants Purchase Scheme (TPS) of the Hong Kong Housing Authority. Also includes flats built under the FFSS and
Sandwich Class Housing Scheme (SCHS) of the Hong Kong Housing Society. As from Q1 2002, HOS / MIH / PSPS / FFSS flats that can be
traded in open market are excluded.




